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ABSTRACT 

This paper consists of two parts. The first part is an extension of the theorem 

given in my previous papert and the main theorem runs as follows : Let 

be a transcendental integral function of z and z1 such that 

( 1) F (z, z') is of finite total order >,. iu z and z', and the transcendental integral 

function 
co 

./(z')== L Cll/ where cq is the maximum coefficient of eQtJ C•) ,/if) (z), 
q=o 

is of apparent order p. ( > o), 

(2) the canonical products h<s'(z) (q=o, 1, 2, ••••.• ) are uniformly increasing functions 

(for q=o, I, 2, •..••• ) at most of ,/'' order. 
Then F(z, z') will be of apparent order p. in z' for any finite z except the pomts of a 

punctual set S2, for which F(z, z') will be of order lower than p.. Moreover, the set 

S2 has no limiting point at finiteness ai1d the order of convergency of the points in 

Si is at most equal to "· 
In the second part, I considered the system of transcendental integral funct:ons 

F ( ')- ~ Qq (z) 'tJI ( ) t'l - co Qq(z) ( I (tJ) I) ,tJ ( - ) 
,z,z =L,.e h1 zz =Le LAt z z l-1,2,3, ... 

q=O q=o f=O 

under an additional condition, 

(3) the multiplicity of every zero point of each of ltJ) (z) (q=o, I, 2, •••••• ) at 

the origin is less than a certain finite constant s. 

Let E be the set of the repeated limiting points of the zero points of h;tJ>(z) (q=o, 

I These .Memoirs, 7, 345 (1924). 
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r, 2, ...... ; l=I, z, ...... ) first taking lim l= oo and then lim q= oo, Also let E' be 
the set of the repeated limiting points of the same zero points, first taking lim q = oo 

and then lim l=oc, Then we have E=E'. We have also the following theorems: 

I 

For any positive value .R
1 

({ M-r }'Jl+eLR'<{_j}!_}'Jl+e) 
e(v+e) e(v+e) 

there 

corresponds a positive integer L such that any F1 '.z, z') (l;;;,,L) is of apparent order µ. 

in z' for any z (/ z / <R') except the points, at most M+ I in number, for which 
Fi (z, z') is of apparent order lower than µ. 

If there be three positive values G, K (however great) and k ( > +) such that 

to each q,n 1q,n;;;,,G) there corresponds a value of l n• and we have 

-log I /g,,.(btn). 1/'m) (b, ) 
___ .,_ ____ -"-n __ n _ __,___::::,,.k, 

qm log q,,. 
(gm) (g,,.) 

where bzn is a limiting point of the zero points z=bt,. of hz,. (z) for lim q,,.= oo, 

then F(z, z') will be of apparent order lower than µ in z' for Z=fJ=lim bt 
ln =c-:> n• 

Some similar theorems may also hold. 

Jule Sire proved the following theorem.1 

co 

Theorem. If F(u, v)= I: a,.(u)'ll' be a transcendental 1izteg-ral./und1on 
n=O 

o./ jinz'te total order A in u and v and if the transcendental integral 
co 

.function .f(v)= I: cn'll', where Cn is the maximum coefficient oj a,.(u), 
n=o 

be o.f apparent order µ ( >o), then F (u, v) will be a transcendental 
ziztegral ./unction o.f apparent order µ 1iz v .for any finite value o.f u 
except the points o.f a punctual set (un ensemble ponctuel) M .for wht'ch 
F (u, v) -is o.f order lower than µ. 

Among the definitions he gave in his papers, the following are 
specially important in later discUS5ions. 

Definition r. Let Pq
1 

(z), Pq
2 

(Z), ...... , Pqm(z), ...... , where 

rp(q,n) 
Pqm (z)= I: (z-a1 ;), be a series of polynomials such that all the zero 

i=I m 

points of each polynomial are in a circle CR
0

, center the origin and radius 
equal to R 0 , and <p(qm)LB q,,. where B is a constant. Let S be the set 

r Rendiconti de! Circolo Matematico di Palermo, 31, 1-91, (19n). 
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of zero points of Pq,,,(z) (m= 1, 2, ...... ). We say that z=a is a regular 
limt'ting point of S when for any prescrived positive value e, there 
corresponds a positive integer Q(e) such that each Pq111 (z) (q,,. > Q (e)) has 
at least one zero point in the circle lz-a I L.e1. 

Definition 2. We say that z=a is a point of less ·increase (un point 
de moindre croissance) of the series Pq,,,(z) (m=1, 2, 3, .••... ), if 

lim -log I Pq,,.(a) I -k>o.2 
q,,,=oo q,,. log q,,. 

Let S 1 be the set of the regular limiting points of S. If z = b be 
not a point of the set S1, we have evidently 

lim - log I Pq"' (b) I 
q,,,=oo q,,. log qm =o. 

Accordingly if S 2 be the set of the points of less in{,"t'ease at finite-
ness, we have 

I. S2L.S1. 
In this paper, under some additional condition, we shall first in

vestigate the distribution of the points of les;; increase of a transcendental 

integral function F(z, z')== :f. eQq(z)Atl z'q in the z'-plane and then find 
j,q=O 

l co 

some properties concerning the order of Fz(z, z')== I: I: eQq(z) At l z'q 
j=Oq=O 

(l= 1, 2, 3, ...... ) in z'. 
1. Lemma (Lindelii/'s theorem). I/ 1i, r2, ra, ...... (r1L.1'.!L.1;iL. ...... ) 

be the absolute values o/ the zero points of a transcendental z1ztegml 

function /(z) which has no zero pohzt at the orighz, then - 1
- < lYM(r) 

r,. r 

for any r, where M(r) is the maximum value o/ I /(z) I for I z I =r. 
The proof 3 is given under the assumption that no two r/s are equal. 

But it will be similarly proved with a slight modification when any 
number of r/ s are equal. 

Theorem. Let 

F(z, z')== f,/q) (z)z,q= f, AT eQq<•l lz'q =-f, eQq<•>lq\z)z'q 
q=o p, q=O q=O 

be a transcendental 11ztegral function o/ z and z' such that 

I Circolo Matematico, loc. cit, p. 33. 
2 Circolo Matematico, /oc, cit. p. 3. 
3 Borel, Functions meromorphes, p. 105. 
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( 1) F (z, z') satisfies the conditions of J. Sire's theorem above cited, 
(2) the canoni''cal product l 1'(z) (q=o, I, 2, ...... ) of the p-rtinary 

factors of the zero points of /q\z) are unijormly increas111f fimctions1 

(for q=o, 1, 2, ...... ) at most o.f ,Jl order. 
Then F (z, z') will be o.f apparent order µ zit z' .for any finite z except the 
points o.f a punctual set S 2, far which F (z, z') will be of order lower than µ. 
Moreover, the set S2 has no lzinitzizg point at finiteness and the order of 
convergency o.f the potizts zit S 2 is at most equal to v. 

In virtue of the condition (1), the first part of the theorem follows at 
once from the theorem of J. Sire. For the second part, put 

l(<J)( )- Sq (<J)() ,z Z =2, g Z (q = O, I , 2,,,,, .. ) 

h · ·· 't dcq)()h . h w ere Sq 1S a positive m eger or a zero, an g z as no zero pomt at t e 
ongm. By the condition (2), for any prescribed positive value e, there 
corresponds a positive value R, independent of q, such that 

I l'l\z) /~::::/'+' for I z I =r-::::O.R. 

we have therefore 

(q) (q) (,;) • (t) 
Supposing that r 1 , r 2 , 1'3 , ...... be the moduli of zero points of !J (z), 

arranged in order of magnitude, we have by the lemma 

where Mc1\r) is the maximum value of /q'(z) for I z I =r. For any fixed 

1'1/ e'_u ( ) I 

1 f 
V . . . h n u 

va ue o 11, -r- lS mm1mum w en r= \ ~ 

_I_< 
(q) 

r,. 

I 

,,+. 
e 

1 
=A(-;;) v+• 

(_!!_) ')) + E 

v+e 

I These Momoirs, 6, 253 (1923). 

Accordingly 
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where 

i.e. 
I 

('!> > I V+• 
1'n --n 

A 

"+• for n~(v+e)R (q=o, 1, 2, ...... ). 

Thus we have: 
IL Th~re exist at most 1Z7"1 zero points of each /q>(z) (q=o, 1, 

I 

2, ...... ) -in the Cl?'Cle Cn, center the origin and radius equal to 1111+• 
A 

(which is previously taken to be~ R). 
Given any prescribed positive value o, let qi, q2, q3, ...... (qi< q2< qa< .... .. ) 

be the values of q which satisfy 

I _-=_log I c'lm I __ I_ ,Lo, 
q,,,logq,,, µ 

where c'l is the maximum coefficient1 of /<<1,,,\z). Also let P
1
'1"'\z) be 

the poly:Omial whose zero points are those of ./<1111\z) in the circle Cn and whose 
coefficient of the highest degree is 1. Then the number of zero points of 
p''l,,,) (z) is, by II, at most equal to s;,,, + n - 1. There exist however at most 
n distzizct zero points of p<'l,,,\z). We have therefore at most n regular 
limiting points and by I at most n points of less increase of p<'l,,.'(z) 
(m= 1, 2, ... ... ). Consider a circle C~, concentric to Cn, of radius 

I 

ni·+• 
A -YJ where YJ is any positive number. J. Sire proved2 that the points 

in the circle C,, in the z-plane, at which the order of F (z, z') is less 
than µ, are the points, and the only points, of less increase of p'<J,,,)(z) 
(m= 1, 2, ...... ). We may therefore conclude that there can not exist 
more than n points of S 2 in the circle c,;, n and YJ being arbitrary, we 
may conclude that the set of points S2 has no limiting point at :finiteness. 

Next, let ai, a2, a3 , .... .. be the points of S 2, arranged in order of 
magnitude. Since . there exist at most n points of S 2 in the circle c;., 
we have 

I Circolo .Matematico. loc. cit. 
2 Circolo Matematico. loc. cit. pp. 70-83. 
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As e and YJ are arbitrary positive values we may conclude that the order 

of convergency of the points of S 2 is at most equal to 11. 

2. M. Edm. Maillet proved the theorem :1 

Let G (z) be a canonical product o.f primary ./actors o.f the order p. 

For any prescribed posi'tz've values e and "I) (YJL'.'. 1 ), there corresponds a 
P+• 

positive value R 1 such that I G (z) I >e-r .for any finite Poz"-nt z (I z I 
--:::,,.Ri) iii the exterior o.f all the circles Cn, centers the zero potids an 
(n= 1, 2, 3, ...... ) and radii' equal to "IJ· 

In his proof, he reduced the case p--:::,,. 1 to the one p< 1. As G (z) 

is a transcendental integral function of l; ~o< 1) order, we have by the 

lemma in art. 1 . 

_1_<J7 M(r) 
r n r 

An easy calculation leads to the result that 
I 

for n--:::,,.N(e) 

where u = p + _e_ < 1 • For a point z in the exterior of all the circles C,. 
2 

(n= 1, 2, 3, ...... ), we have I z-a,. I >YJ, Let n1, n2 and the modulus r 
of z be such that 

(f 

I 

where n2--:::,,.N(e). Then as r,.
2
+2 > (11d 1)" > 2r--:::,,.r ,.1 we have n2--::::,,.n1, 

Put 

where 

I Jordan's Journal de Mathem1tiques, 8, 339 (1902). 
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By a simple calculation, we have 

Hence 
E 

,r +- ,,P+• 
IG(z)l=IGi(z)J·IG/z)l·!Gs(z)J>e-, 

2 
=e-

for I z I =r-::::,.R1, 
where 

We may similarly prove the theorem : 

III. For any prescrzoed positive values e, TJ and Rk~R), there 
corresponds a posi"tz've value K such that the canomcal product Gh) of 
the przrnary factors of th.e zero points of G(z), whose moduli are greater 
than R 2 + TJ, satisfies 

p+• 
I Gh) l-::::,.e-KR2 

for any point z ( I z I LR2). 

As l,;\z) (q=o, 1, 2, •••••• ) are uniformly increasing, we have similarly 
as in art. 1 

r~q)>n 'V+•for n-::::,.N(e)=(11+e)R"+• (q=o, 1, 2, •••••• ). 

Hence, corresponding to the theorem of M. Edm. Maillet, we have 
IV. For any assigned values of q and for any prescrzoed posi"tz've 

values e and TJ ( L 1 ), there corresponds a posz"tz"ve value Ri, -independent 
of q, such that 

I l,;\z) I> e-r 
.-+. 

for any fim"te point z ( I z I -::::,.R1) -in the exterior of all the circles 
C:.) (n= 1, 2, 3, ...... ), center the zero points a<;!) of lq\z) and radii' equal 

lo TJ· 
Similarly, corresponding to III, we have 
V. For any prescribed posz"tt've values e, TJ and R 2(-::::,.R), there 

corresponds a posz"tz'vt value K such that the canomcal product c?\z) of 
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the j»'iinary .factors of' the zero points Q( lq\z), whose moduli" an: 
greater than R 2+~. sati.¢es 

v+• 
I G, <<1)(") / '_,. e - K R2 ( ) • " -= q=o, I, 2, •••••• 

for any :Poiiit z ( J z J LR2). 
Suppose that 

where }q~jLv for q=o, 1, 2, •••••• 

In virtue of II, ,,re may assign a positive integer M such that the number 
Mq of zero points of /<1\z) (q = o, 1, 2, ...... ) in the circle J z J = R 2 + ~ 
is at most equal to M. By the lemma of art. 1 , we have 

R v+• _2_<eR2 
r<q) 

I 

Hence we have 

Suppose that q1, q2, q3, ...... have the same meaning as in art. 1. 

Then we may similarly prove as in the treatise of J. Sire' that 

lim 
qm=OO 

uniformly for J z J ~R2• But 

and 

lt1n 
q,,,=00 

km 
qm=OO 

-log 

qm log qm 

qm log q,,, 

I Circolo Matematico, loc, cit. pp. 76-81. 

0 
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I 
-M (/::· ...... +-1_/R2)'.IJ+• I 

1 ·n -102" e · P L .iu ----'~"--'--------------~-a. 
-qm=OO 

Similarly we have· 

lim - log I G~qm\z) I 
q,,.=00 

and 

lim 
qm=OO 

We have therefore 

lzm 

q,,. log q,,, 

qm=OO qm log q,,, 
-0 

uniformly for all z ( I z I ~R2) and from which it follows that 

lzm 

q=oo 

() (z\ 
-log \e 9 'j 

qlogq 

We shall now prove that 

/_I_= ltin 
µ q=OO 

Q (z) 
lim -log le q I ::--,._I_ 

q = oo q log q -- µ . 

-log_G;q_j_ 
q logq 

169 

If Cq be the maximum coefficient1 in the expansion of e r9 (z), we have 
;v+• 

\ c~ I ~ \ Cq \ L I c~ I / 12 
, 

i. e. 

ltm 
q=OO 

-log it- I 
q logq 

o. 

Q (z) 
If Mq(r) be the nnximum value of \ e ,z I for l z \ =r, we have, as J. 
Sire2 treated, 

!t"m 
q=oo 

-log! c~ I 
Mg (r) 

qlogq 

From 
Q (z) 

\ e ,; I LM,; (r), it follows that 

I Circolo Matematico. /oc, cit. 

2 Circolo Matematico. /oc, cit. pp. 15-17. 

o. 
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Q (z) 
-log I e 'l I :::,,. -logMq (r) 

q logq qlogq 
and hence 

lz'm 

q=oo 

Q (z) 
_ -_lo_g_l _e_'l_~:::,,. lz'm - log I cq_J_ = _1 _ 

We have therefore 

VI. lt'm 

q=oo 

q logq q=oo 

Q (z) 
-log j_e_9_--"--

q logq µ 

q log q µ 

unijormly .for all z ( I z j L::.R2), where R 2 z's any posztzve value. 

3. We shall hereafter assume that 

(3) Sq (q=o, 1, 2, ...... ) are limited and~s. 

Suppose that I z I < Ri, where R 1 is the determined value in IV. 

Consider a circle C, centre the origin and radius equal to 2R1• Then in 

virtue of II and (3), there exists a positive integer M such that the zero 
points of h''l> (z) (q = o, I, 2, ...... ) in the circle C can not exceed lvf + s 

in number. For any z ( I z I < R 1) in the exterior of all the circles C~l 
(n= 1, 2, ...... ), centers the zero points a<,?l of h'q\z) and radii equal to TJ, 
we have 

I I Sq :::,,_ Sq :::,,_ S 
z -TJ -TJ, 

for a~'l> in the circle C. The canonical pro1uct of the primary factors of 
the zero points of h'q\z) in the exterior of the circle C is absolutely less 

1i+, 
-K·R than e 1 (by V). As I did in the preceding article, we have 

Z I ( Z )
2 

I ( Z ) /' '1 

I 
aC'll +---;- aCq) + · · · · · · + -p aCq) j 

Ile " " q n 

where the product II is taken for all a;t) in the circle C. Consequently 
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M ,i+, ( R/+• 1 jR1 ")+• 
j lq\z) j >-,/ ( .-L) . e - K Rr - .Mi e + ...... + 7e ;:::,.D >o, 

.2R1 

where D is independent of q. Thus we have: 

VII. For any assz"g-ned value of q and f01' any prescribed positive 
value TJ, there corresponds a positive value D, independent of q, such 
that 

j l,;\z) I >D 
for any point z ( I z I < R1) in the exterior of all the drcles c:q) 
(n= I, 2, 3, ...... ). 

VIII. For any prescribed jJosz"tzve values TJ (however small) and R 2 

(htr&ever great), there exists a j,os1"t1ve integer L (independent of q) 

such that to each zero point of one of 

h<q)( ) (q) A <q) A',;)"" 
2 ==Ao + I z+ ...... + n" + ...... 

and 

(l~L) 

whose modulus is less than R 2, thf're corusjJonds at least one Zt!f'O pozizt 

of the other and the distance betwffn these zero points ts kss than TJ· 

Determine a positiv~ integer M as to satisfy 

(M- 1) H• M v+• 
<R2L-- , 

A A 
then each g'q) (z) (q = o, 1, 2, ...... ) has at most M- I zero points of 

moduli inferior to R 2• Hence 1?\z) has at most M distinct zero Points 

of moduli inferior to R 2• Let TJ' be a positive value not greater than 

I I 

n (M+ 1) "+• -M"+• 
---- and ~-~------. In virtue of IV, there exists a 
2(M+ t} 2(M+ 1)A 

finite positive value R 1 (TJ'), independent of q, such that 

11+• l lq\z) l>e-r 
for any finite point z ( I z I ~R1 (TJ') ) in the exterior of all the circles C~q) 

I 

(M+1)H• 
(n= 1, 2, ...... ). Put--'---~--

A 
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j l"\z) l>e-(2R3) 
~·+• 

for any point z (2R3 "::::o. j z I "::::o.R1 (r/)) in the exterior of all the circles C~,;) 
(n = 1, 2, .••••• ). For I z I < R 1 (r/), ,ve have, by VII, a positive number 
D, independent of q, such that 

I l")(z) I >D 
for any z ( I z I < R 1 (17')) in the exterior of all the circles C,;q\n = 1, 2, •••.•• ). 

( R)1>+• 
Let D' be the smaller of e- 2 3 and D. In case of 2R3 ~R1 (171

), we 
have D'=D. Put 

(q)( ) (q)( ) (q) ) It z =It, z +<p, (z. 

From R 3 >R, we have 

(q) ( R)'-'+• I It (z) j.c:--:e 2 '1 for I z I ~2R:i, 

and hence 

I 

'-'+• 1-·+• 

I 
<1)() L". (2R3) °" ( R3 ')"- ·( 1 )/+1 (2R,) 'Pl z _e . L -- - 2 - • r , 

1+1 2R3 2 

(q) I . I ' v+• 

I 

d<p, (z) .c:--:(-1-)· l+ 2 ·c(2A,i) 

dz 2 R3 

for I z 1 ~R:3• Hence for any prescribed p'.)sitive value e', there corresponds 
a finite positive integer L such that 

I 'f~"\z) I <e' D' (q=o, 1, 2, •••.•• ) 

and 

) d<p!:<z) )<e' D' (q=o, 1, 2, ...... ) 

for I z I ~R:1 and z-:::o,.L. We may also assign a p0sitive value G such 
that 

and 
j l 9

\z) I< G 

dl"\z) l<G 
dz 

(q=o, I, 2, •••..• ) 

(q= O, I, 2, .... ,.) 

for I z I ~R3, and from whic.h, it follows that 

j li;9)(z) IL".- llq\z) I+ I <p;9\z) I< G+ e' D (q=o, 1, 2, . ••••• ) 

and 
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for I z l~R3. 
Now we divide the whole plane into three parts (see figure) : 
i) D 1 : a domain composed of all interior points of the circle, center 

the origin and radius equal to R~, 
ii) D 2 : a domain bounded by two concentric circles, centers the 

origin and radii equal to R 2 and R 3 respectively, 
iii) D 3 : a domain composed of all the points which belong to neither 

, 

D 1 nor D2, 

111 

, 

il II 
D 

IH~ 

.,. 

111111111 

• zero point of l" (z) 

X zero point of hii)(z) 

[IJ 
Dz_ 

., I, .. I ~ 

-,. 

We consider the circles c:q) (n= 1, 2, ...... ), whose centers are the zero 
points a~q) of lq)(z) and the radii equal to r/. As 

I I 

r/ L (M+ 1) "+• -MH• L R3-R2 

2(M+ 1)A 2(M + 1) 

all the .circles C;) whose centers a:q) (n = 1, 2, ...... ) are in D1 lie wholly 
outside all the circles C~) whose centers are in D 3 ; and if any one of the former 
intersects with a circle c:q) whose center is either in D 1 or in D 2, and which 
intersects with another one and so on, the system of these intersecting circles 
lies wholly outside all the circles whose centers are in D 3• Accordingly if a 
system of intersecting circles contains at least one circle whose center lies 
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in D 1, the system contains at most M + 1 circles. Let a~) be any zero 
point of /,;\z) such that I /;.} I <R2• Now we take a closed curve r 
as follows : If c~? lies wholly outside all other circles c:,;\ let I' be C~}. 
If c~? intersects with another c:•/), let r be the closed curve composed 

of the circular arcs of the intersecting circles and containing all the 

interior points of at least one of these circles in the interior. Then the 

arc length of r is at most equal to 2(M+ 1)rr7/. On the curve r, 

and 

l l 1
\z) 1-::::,.D' 

I ht(z) I >D' -e'D'=(1 -e')D' 

for /-::::,.L. Hence 

dht(z) 

,.V=i ! d:,;(,) d, 

represent the numbers of zero points of (q\ ) (q\) h z and h" z 
the interior of r. We have 

d lq\z) dh;q\z) h;q\z) d<ft(z) (q) 

dz dz dz 
-cpl (z) 

lq\z) h;q\z) lq\z) h;9\z) 

< ie'D' (G+e'D') _ 2e' (G+e'D') 
(1 -e') D'2 (1 -e') D' 

Take e' so small that 

2e' (G+e'D') _ -~~--~L-------

then we have 

(1 -e') D' (M+ 1) 7/ 

<-1_. 
27r 

respectively in 

dh;q\z) 

dz 

Thus the number of zero points of /,;)(2) in r is equal to that of ht(z) 
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(t-::::,.L) in I'. But any two interior points of I' are at a distance les, than 

2(M + 1) 1/ L7j, 
• (q) (q) I ) h(q)( ) ( ) and hence, to each zero pomt a,. (I a,, <R2 of z q=o, 1, 2, ...... , 

there corresponds at least one zero point of nt(z) (l-::::,. L) and their 
distance is less than '1/· Next, we consider the curves I'' s corresponding 
to all the zero points of lz''1\z) in D 1• If there be a zero point z=a of 
ht(z) (t-::::,.L) in the exterior of all r's and in the domain Di, we have 

ho/\a) = h'9\a) - <p~
9
\a) = o, 

which is absurd, since 

l h(q\a) I >D' 
and 

We may therefore conclude that to each zero point z=a (I a I <R2) of 
(q) • 

h, (z) (l-::::,.L; q=o, 1, 2, ...... ), there corresponds at least one zero pomt 
of lz'q\z) and their distance is inferior to 1/· 

• { (q) (q) 
4. Let the set of the limiting points of the zero pomts b1 , b2 , 

...... , t)} of h~9\z) for q=o, 1, 2, ..•••• (l: fixed) be E1, and let the set 
of the limiting points of { bt, b;9\ ...... , b~)} for l = 1, 2, 3, ...... ( q : fixed) 

E l,;) -.-,_q). fh · <9>) be . Then .I!, 1s, by VIII, the set o t e zero pomts of h (z , and 
hence it contains only a finite number of points in any finite part of the 
plane. Thus ECq) has no limiting point at finiteness. Expres.5 the points 

I .,..!q) (q) 
of E, by b1 s and those of .I!, by b 's. Let E be the set of the 
limiting points of E<,i> (q=o, 1, 2, ...... ) in any finite part of the plane. 
Also let E be the set of the limiting points of E, (l= 1. 2, 3, ...... ) in 
any finite part of the plane such that for any point p of E there exists 
a point z= b1 in E 1 and lim b, = p, and conversely all the limiting points 

n n n=~ n 

of b, (n = 1, 2, •••••• ; b, : limited) are the points of E. 
n n 

Now we shall prove 

IX. E-==.E.' 

For let p be a point of E and let b(,;1), b(q), ...... be the points such 
that lim b(q,.) = p. For any prescribed positive value '1/ there corresponds, 

by VITI, a positive value L such that each h~9"\z) (q=o, 1, 2, •••••• ; 

t-::::,.L) has at least one zero point b~9
") and 

I b}qn)_iq,.) I <1J. 
Taking limit 11=00, we have 

Q. E. D. 
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Conversely, let fi' be a point of E' and let lim b1 = fi'. If fi' be not 
,i=rx, n 

a point of E, there should be a positive number T) such that I fi' -fi I >T), 

where fi is any point of E. As lzin b =fi', there exists a positive 
1t=00 n 

integer N such that 

I 
b, -fi' \<__!)_ for n:--,.N. 

" 3 

S.. b . . f E h . b1q,.,,,) ( - ) d · mce ,,. 1s a pomt o ',,., t ere exist ,,, m- r, 2,...... an a 
positive integer M(n) such that 

I b(f,.,"')-b, \<__'!)__ for m:--,.M(n). 
" n 3 

There exists, by VIII, a positive integer L such that for l,.2'L 

I 
bt-b'q) /< _T)_ (q=o, r, 2, .••••• ). 

" 3 

Consequently, we have 

I lqn, ,,)_{ii !.e:::::I b,,. -{i' I+ 1 /r;,,,,)_b,,. I+\ if:,")-l<Jnm) I <7J, 

which holds for infinitely many b(q,., m), s. Hence there would exist at 

least one limiting point f1 of these b(q,,, ,,,),s such that 

I fi-fi' I LT), 

which is against the assumption. 

Let fi be a point of E and let b(qm) (q1 < q2< q3< ...... ) be the points 

whose limiting point is fi. Considering a sequence of numbers T),. 

('?1>7J2>173 >•·····; lt1tt7j,.=o), let!,. be the leastihteger which corresponds 
u~c;, 

to T/n• Then we have, by VIII, 

I b};;•)_/q,,,) l<TJ,, (m=r, 2, 3, ...... ; n=n1, 111+1, ...... ). 

X. If there exists a sequence of finite positive titterrers G,. 
(n= r, 2, •••••• ) such that 

I b;~m) -b,,. I LT)n 

for q111 :--,.G,.. then fi wz?l be a rerrular !1inz"tz11rr point of b(q,,,) (11t= r, 2, .••.•• ). 

Since 

we have 

I b,,. - fi I L7Jn• 

Consequently, 
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I b'qm) _ r.i IL. I b(q,,.) _/qm) I+ I b(q,,.) -b, I+ I b - (.) I L.371 
fJ tn I 1,, ·n ' In /J ·,n 

for q,,,-:::,_G,,.. Q. E. D. 

As a SP-,oeial case of this theorem, we have 

XI. .{/ b1,. (n= 1, 2, ...... ) be a regular limiting jxnizt o.f_ b;~,,,) 
(m= 1, 2, •••.•• ), then the li1nzt111g point p of b1 (n= 1, 2, •••.•. ) will be 
also a regular ltiniting point of the li'mi'tiizg poz;zts b'q,,.) (m= 1, 2, ...... ) 

of the points biq,,.) (n= 1, 2, •••••• ). 

" XII. .(f there be three post"tive val-w:s G, K (however great) and 
k (however small) such that to each q,,. (q,,.-:::,_G), there corresponds a 
value of I,. and we have 

I b(q,,.)_b l·Kq,n:::,,_7) ,,. I,. _.,,., 

I b'q,,,) _b, I L.e-k q,,,Iogq,,. ,,. . ,. 
then 

lim 

q,,.=oo q,,. log q,,, 

where p(qm\z) i's, as in art. 1, a jJolynomzal whose coefficient of the 
highest degree is I and whose zero points are those of h(q,,.)(z) in the 

circle C, center the ori'gtit and radius R' ( > I P I). 
In virtue of II and (3), the number of zero points of h(q,,,)(z) in the 

circle C is not greater than a certain finite positive integer N. Accordingly 

I p'qm)(p) I< I b'qm)_p I• (2RY-l 

L.{ I b'q,,,) -b1"') I+ I b/"') -b,,, I+ I b,,, -PI }(2R')N-l 

<(27),.+ I b~~,,,)-b,J) (2R1t-l 

(r K q,,,) -kq,,.logq,n( R')N-1 
~ +2 ·e • 2 • 

We have, therefore, 

!tin 
q,,,=00 

-log \ p(q,,,)(ft) I ~ lim 

q,,,logq,,, q,,,=oo 

-:::,_k. 

As a special case of this theorem, we have 

XIII. .(/ there be three positive values, L, G (however great) and k 
(however small) such that 

I blq,,.) b \ -k q,,. log q,,. 
I,, - I,. Le 

for any q,,., !,. (q,,.-:::,_ G, z,.-:::,_L) then 
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lim -log I p(qm)(p) I 
--.C"--'---~-'-:::::,,k, 

q,,.= oo q,,, log q,,, 

where P
1

q"'\z) has the same meaning as tit XII. 
5. \Ve now consider a system of transcendental integral functions 

00 . 

F1 (z, z')== Le ",/z' (At +A/v)z+ ...... +Atz1)z'v (l= 1, 2, .••.•• ). 
q~o 

Since by VI 

!tin 
q=OO 

() (z) 
-log I e v I =-1-

q logq µ 

for any finite z, F, (z, z') will be of 
z except the points for which 

apparent order µ in z' for any finite 

li'tn - log I ht'(z) I 
>o. 

q=oo q log q 
There exist, however, at most l finite points in the z-plane, for which 
Fi (z, z') is of apparent order lower thanµ. For otherwise Fi (z, z') would 
be of apparent order lower than µ for any finite z. We may therefore 
conclude: 

XIV. Fi (z, z') 1s of' apparent order µ zit z' far any Ji,m'te z except 
the points, at most l in number, for which F1 (z, z') 1s of order lower 
thanµ. 

,,+€ 
Let M be any positive integer> r + (AR), where e, R and A have 

the same meaning as on p. 165. Put 

(M+ 1)21+~_ 
--- -R3 A ' 
R-R ' 

and let 7J be a positive value less than I and 2 1 
• For these values 

3 
of 7J and R 2, there corresponds, by VIII, a positive integer L 1 (in
dependent of q) such that to each zero point of one of 

hCv)( )- C,;) (,;) <!l) ' z=A0 +A1 z+ ...... +An t+ ..... . 
and 

1t?\z)=A;")+A~v)z+ ...... +Atz' (t::::,,.L1), 

whose modulus is less than R 2, there corresponds at least one zero poin?) 
of the other and the distance between these zero points is less than 7J· 
From the assigned theorem, we may infer that the number Nt of the zero 
points of h?1 '(z) (t-:::o.L1), whose moduli are less than R 1 + 2'r/, is at most 
equal to the number of those points of heg\2), whose moduli are less than 
R2, i. e. 
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N 1 Ls+M. 

We may similarly · assign a positive integer L 2 (independent of q) such 
that the zero points of h;q\z) (/-::,,.L2), whose moduli are less than R 2+ 1, 

are at most equal to s+ M' in number, where M' is the least positive 

{ 
,,,+f 

integer > A (R2 + 1) J - 1. We have evidently 

L2~L1. 
Put 

and 

htq)( )-P<v)( ) -h <v)( ) t Z= I Z • l Z, 

(t[) I (q)I I (q)I ) • where b1,n (n=1, 2, ...... ; b1, 1 L b,,2 L ...... are the zero pomts of 

h;q\z). Then 
'!7' M(q) 8tM I P, (z) I ~T) 1 -:::,,.T) (/-::,,.Li) 

for I z I =Rz. We have 

I V+f l+I i:+e I h;t/\z) I ~e(R2-i-Tj) . ( R2 ) . R2+T) < )Rz+T)) . Rz+T) 
~+T) T) T) 

for I z I =R2, and 

l h- (,;)( ) I= r ht(z) I< R2+-,/~E Rz+T) • 
·l Z - '!1') e s+M+l 

P1 (z) TJ 

Since h1 C!7\z) is a polynomial, the maximum value of I 7//\z) I for I z I 
-rt[) 

LR1 + T) is not greater than that of I h1 (z) I for I z I =R2 ; and we have 
1J+e 

I h- (q)() l < (R2+T)) . Rz+T) 
I z e s-tM+l 

T) 

for I z I LR1 +T). Since the zero points of h~q\z) (/-::,,.L2), whose moduli 
are less than R 2 + 1, are not greater than s+M' in number, 

j "Jz/!1'\z) 1-:::,,.T)s+M' 

for I z I LR1+7J. We have therefore 
,+e 

s+M'LI h <q>() I <)R2+T)) • R2+T) (l~L2-:::,,.L1) 
Tj - l z 'T)sf/1£+1 
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and 

lim 
q=oo 

- log I h/1/\z) I 
q logq 
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uniformly for I z I LR1 + ~- Hence we have 
XV. For any positive value R' ( =R' +~) we may assign a positive 

z'1deg-er L such that 

lhn -log ! 7z?\z) I 
q=oo q log q 

o (q=o, z, 2, .••.•• ; /::::::,.L) 

uniformly for lzl ,sR' . 

.,_(<J)( )- Qg (z) h(IJ)( ) - n (IJ)( ) Qg (z) h- (IJ)( ) 
.1t z =e · 1 z =.ri z ·e · 1 z. 

where P?\z) has the meaning as on p. I 97. Then we have, 
by VI and XV, 

XVI. ltm 
q=oo 

1 I Qg (z) h- (IJ) ( ) I -og e • t z 
qJogq 

uniformly for !zl &R'. 

=-I- (l" L) 
µ 

Since P/<1\z) (q=o, 1, 2, .••..• ; l ~L) has at most M+ 1 

distinct roots, we may conclude, as in art. 1 , that 
I I 

1J+~ v+e 
XVII. For any positive value R' ({

1
~ I) LR'< ~ ) 

there corresponds a positive 11deg-er L such that the points of less tizcrease 
of P/<J\z) (q=o, 1, 2, .••.•• ; /:fixed::::::,. L) whose moduli are less titan 
R·, are at most M+ 1 in number\ 

Thus we may conclude as before 

~ ll+• 
XVIII. For any positive value R' ( (~ 

1
) LR'< 1 ) 

there corresponds a positive 11tleger L such that any F1 (z, z') (/::::::,.L) is 
of apparent order µ in z' for any z ( I z I < R') except the :totids, at most 
M + 1 tit number, for which F1 (z, z') i's of aj;pan:nt order lower than µ. 

I The theorem holds not only for q=o, 1, 2, ...... , but also for q=qi, q2, q:i, ...... 
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Since 

ltm -log I eQ"(z) • fi/9\z) I 
q=oo qlog q µ 

uniformly for I z I LR', we may assign, as in art. 1, ·the values of q, qi, 
q2, •••••• , q,,,,. ...•• , which correspond to o (o >o) and 

Qg (z) - (q,,,) 
-log le ,,, . h, (z) I __ 1_ Lo (t-::::,,.L) 

q,,,log q,,, µ -

uniformly for i z !LR' (i. e. q,,, (m= 1, 2, ...... ) is independent of z 
(I z )LR')). Put 

F1 (z, z')== f:..1t!qm)·(z) l"' + H(z, z') (t-::::,,.L). 
11l=I 

Then H (z, z') is of apparent order at most µ · in z' for any 
I +2µ0 

z ([ z !LR'). Hence as the order of F1 (z, z') in z' is concerned, we have 
only to consider 

(t-::::,,.L). 
111=1 

1 

Let l,, (LLl1 < li< ...... ), b1 (q,,,), b1 and [1 have the same meaning as in 
n n, 

art. 4, then corresponding to XII, we have 
XIX. if the'l'e be th'l'ee positive values G, K. (howeve'I' great) and 

k (>-1
-) such that to each q,,, (q,,,-::::,,.G), thc'l'e co'l''l'esponds a value oj 

µ 
!,,, and we have 

I b;,.(qm) _b1,. \ ·K.qm-::::,,.~,., 

-log IJ: (q,,,\b.) I 
I,. •n -::::,,_k 

q,,, log q,,, - ' 

then F (z; z') will be o.f apparent o'l'de'I' !owe'!' than µ hi z' .fo'I' z= /1= lz'm 0 l,.=00 I,.. 

We may assume, without loss of generality, that o<k--1-_. 
µ 

For otherwise, we take a sub-sequence of {q,,.}, which corresponds to 

o (<k--1 
\ µ) 

I 1/"m is one of the zeropoints of ft<"m'(z) which are at the shortest distance from the 
" " . 

point b1,.• 
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-lo I P (q,n)(b ) I g I,. I,. 

q,,, log q,,, q,,, log q,,, 

1 I Q,, (61,.) h- (q,,,)(1. ) I -ogem •/ u1 + ,. n 

qltl log- q,,, 

1 I ('q (61,,) h- (q,,.)(1. ) I - og e '" • u1 ,. n .,::::_ I + iJ, 
q,,,log q.,, µ 

for / 61,. I .c:::_R', where R'> I {1 I• Hence we have 

I (q,,,J l I 
-log P1,, (b,. :::::,.k-(-r-+a} 

q,,.logq,,, µ 

Since P 1 '" (z) has at most M+s roots R'<-- , rq ) ( Mr+•) 
,. . A we have 

-loa I o,(q,,,) -b, IMts -lo I p(q,,)(b ) I 
b n n :::::,_ g ~ ~ 

q,,, log qm - q,,, log q,,. 

We have therefore 

-lo I !J'q,,,) _b I k--
1
--iJ g,,. ,,., µ 

~--------"'.-~--
q,,. log qJJl M+s 

or 
k--1-~a 

( ) I 
--~µ __ q,,, log q,,, 

b
q,. 

0 
M+s 

I,. - .',. .,::::_ e 
and by XIII 

!tin -log I P(q,,,)([1) 1 :::::,. k-~ -iJ 

q,,,=oo q,,,logq,,, M+s 
which shows that z={1 is a point of less increase of p(q,,.\z) (m= 1, 2, ...... ). 

The same reasoning as on p. 165 leads to the results. 
As a special case of XIX, we have 

XX. 1/ lim - log I Ji~"'\b,,.) I 
q,,,=00 q,,. log q,,. 

uniformly .for !,, (n= 1, 2, •••••• ) and if 
lhn 
- k1. =k>o 

l,,=oo " . ' 

k,,. 

then F(z, z') wt'll be o.f apparent order lower than µ in z' .for z={1. 
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